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We brought accessible design education 
to 3000+ students since 2016

I've always been interested in a mix of design and technology. I 
came to the UK from Estonia 15 years ago in search of career 
prospects. Three years (and thousands of £ in fees) later I have 
completed computer science degree, but soon realised that 
compared to academical path I needed to step up my game in 
terms of what the actual industry and employers were expecting 
from new hires.

It was only thanks to numerous side projects, tons of 
books and proactive freelancing that I've gained 
experience, which significantly helped me progress my 
career. I wondered if there are other ways...

Having then worked with Microso!, Heathrow, British 
Gas, fintech companies and various startups, I've decided 
to share my knowledge with aspiring designers and 
started The School of UX in 2016 – bringing accessible and 
a"ordable education in User Experience design to 
everyone.

Story of the founder

What we’re o!ering is short and reasonably 
priced User Experience & User Interface 
design workshops with career advice by 
professional designers for those who want 
to pursue a career in creative industry – 
without a need to get a loan and quit their 
job to take lengthy and costly degrees.

Sergei Golubev – UX designer & entrepreneur 
with 15+ years of experience working with 
Microso!, Heathrow and British Gas and 
numerous startups.

You don’t have to quit your job:
our courses are short

We appreciate that it’s challenging to take several weeks 
o" work. Hence our courses are as short as just 1 day to 
our most comprehensive one being 5 days, from 1pm to 
6pm (plus some over weekends) – so you can study 
alongside your regular job.

You don’t have to spend £5–10K: 
our courses are a!ordable

All our courses are reasonably priced and very 
competitive compared to most institutions in London 
where you'd have to pay at least £500 per day, whereas 
with us you can book from just £159 + VAT per day and 
all 5 days for just £699 + VAT. 

We don’t select who can join our classes:
everyone is welcome

Our doors are open to anyone – from beginners who are 
completely new to design (we’ve had lawyers, artists, 
accountants, students, HR specialists and architects 
learning with us) to junior print / digital / graphic / UI / 
UX designers up to intermediate level.



Our tutors are professional designers
with 15+ years of experience

They've been working with FTSE 100 companies for numerous years and 
have plenty of industry insights to share with our aspiring designers.

TUTORS
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Our students come from
di!erent backgrounds and countries
We’ve hosted complete beginners who want to change their career, graphic 
designers, so!ware developers, project managers, business analysts, marketers.

Excellent 5 day UX crash course: 

I recently completed the 5 day UX crash course and 

enjoyed it immensely. It was very professionally run 

and tremendously informative. Somehow in a week I 

was given a comprehensive overview of all aspects of 

UX design and a realistic guide on how to turn what i 

had learned into a career.

Hands-on course where you'll learn new skills:

I took a 5-day UX & UI design course with the career advice 

recently. I was particularly interested in UI part, but found 

UX and html/css part equally exciting. A!er finishing the 

course, I can certainly say that I have ended up with the 

valuable insight into UX/UI design which will definitely help 

to boost my career.

“
”Chris Thumwood, freelancer Beata Vaiciunaite, complete beginner

trustpilot.com/review/schoolofux.com
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Our most comprehensive course is 
5-days long UX & UI course

What’s included

UX Design

day 1 day 2

UI Design

day 3

Wireframing

day 4 day 5

Prototyping Career advice

We've carefully designed it into day-long modules. No “wa!le”. 
Just e!icient and impactful learning of skills employers are looking for. 

Hands-on exercises
individual & group

Books & tools
recommendations

Career advice
to help you grow

Tea, co!ee, fruit
and sweet treats

One-to-one mentoring
(additional fee)

Handounds & slides
printed & digital

Signed certificate
upon completion

Live QnA
with a professional

You'll learn UX and UI design fundamentals, 
Wireframing, Prototyping and get career tips.

From UX research and UI design fundamentals, 
wireframing in Sketch & Figma, to prototyping 
responsive mobile-first UI in HTML and CSS, 
and advice on starting a career in UX with 
portfolio and job interview tips. 

An insightful, hands-on & a!ordable 
5-day course run by professional 
designers with 15+ years of experience.

Remote classes

Currently in 2020, our courses are 
being run remotely with live video, 
hands-on exercises & real-time tutor 
interaction.

In-person classes

In 2021 our courses are planned to 
resume in-person in Canada Water 
Culture Space in London SE16 7AR

COURSE
THE SCHOOL OF UX



Day 1 — User Experience 
Design Fundamentals

What you’ll learn:

We'll show you how to carry out user research, map user journeys, 
run usability and A/B testing, track conversions and more. 

DAY 1
THE SCHOOL OF UX

introduction into User Experience design process
for you to have a lean, robust & e!ective workflow across your 
projects and company

UX versus UI
to explain important di!erences between designing pretty User 
Interface and understanding & solving actual user's problems

carrying out user research and reporting findings
to understand users, their needs and challenges using surveys 
and interviews

mapping user journeys and experience maps
to understand how users navigate through the system, find out 
about their feelings any pain-points

creating information architecture using card sorting
to group information in a more logical way to improve navigation 
and help users complete their tasks quicker

review of the best accessibility practices
to make sure design is inclusive and works for everyone (way 
further than only for people with disabilities)

usability testing remotely & in person
to validate assumptions and test product directly with users 
before spending time and financial resources on coding

A/B testing
to compare two or more design variations and pick the best 
performing one (instead of arguing with fellow teammates)

looking into analytics
to measure performance of your design: setting goals and 
tracking conversions in order to turn visitors into customers

Schedule

13:00—13:10

Introductions

13:10—15:00

What is UX design

Design process

Business research

QnA with the tutor

User research

User journey

QnA with the tutor

15:00—15:15

Break

15:15—16:45

Information architecture

Accessibility & inclusive design

QnA with the tutor

Usability testing

A/B testing

QnA with the tutor

16:45—17:00

Break

17:00—17:45

Integration

Analytics

17:45—18:00

QnA with the tutor

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

DEMO

DEMO



Day 2 — User Interface 
Design Fundamentals

What you’ll learn:

You'll learn the base User Interface design principles, how to make your 
UI responsive and accessible, create an icon font and a style guide, 
and more. 

DAY 2
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UI design principles & process
to understand where User Interface design sits in a process 
and essential design fundamentals

typography and importance of content design
knowing when to use px and em, n-dash and m-dash, how to 
embed fonts and to avoid faux fonts, making your content 
legible

accessibility
to make sure you design complies with industry-standard Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

iconography
how to create a scalable and maintainable icon font, and make 
your icons meaningful and sharp

graphics
understanding which media format to use when (raster versus 
vector), and how to optimise it for the best performance

layout using responsive grid
to make sure your design works across di!erent devices, 
benefitting from mobile-first approach

styling and design systems
creating a style guide of UI elements to have consistent design 
across your systems, overview of design libraries

designing with development in mind
to ensure your design is technically feasible to implement, 
understanding technical constraints

Schedule
13:00—13:10

Recap of design process

13:10—15:00

Content

Typography

Iconography

QnA with the tutor

Graphics

Optimising performance

QnA with the tutor

15:00—15:15

Break

15:15—16:45

Layout

UI containers

Responsive UI, part 1

QnA with the tutor

16:45—17:00

Break

17:00—17:45

Responsive UI, part 2

Visual design

Style guide

17:45—18:00

QnA with the tutor
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Day 3 — Wireframing 
& Rapid Prototyping

What you’ll learn:

At this workshop you'll create an interactive prototype of a mobile 
website using Sketch, Figma, which you'll then run and test on your 
mobile phone. 

DAY 3
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structuring content
emphasising the importance of starting design with 
content (not chrome), which is most relevant to users

creating layout in Figma and Sketch apps
to visualise concepts bearing in mind di!erent device form 
factors, including designing responsive UI for mobile

embedding fonts, icons and graphics
to prepare all the assets for prototyping stage and 
handover to developers

prototyping interactions
creating interactive rapid prototype (no code behind) to be 
used in-browser as well as real device, optimising for touch

testing on a real device
sharing, testing and giving feedback on a working rapid 
prototype on your mobile phones

review of UI design tools
overview of the most commonly used apps used by User 
Interface designers on the market

Schedule
13:00—13:10

Recap of design process

13:10—15:00

Review of wireframing tools

Introduction to Sketch/Figma

Structuring content

Revising UI containers

Mapping layout

QnA with the tutor

15:00—15:15

Break

15:15—16:45

Creating components

Applying styling

Design versioning system

QnA with the tutor

Review of prototyping tools

Exporting media assets

Prototyping in Sketch/ Figma

QnA with the tutor

16:45—17:00

Break

17:00—17:45

Design enhancements

Testing in-browser & device

17:45—18:00

QnA with the tutor

—

—

—

—

—
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EXERCISE

EXERCISE
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Day 4 — Prototyping 
Responsive UI in browser

What you’ll learn:

Essential in-browser prototyping skills for web & mobile – to design 
products, which can be implemented e!iciently, and speak the same 
language with developers. You'll create a mobile-first responsive 
website in just 5 hours. 

DAY 4
THE SCHOOL OF UX

introduction into in-browser prototyping for designers
understanding fundamentals of web design and web page 
structure (no previous coding experience required!)

HTML basics
learning basic tags, structuring content and basic layout

CSS basics
how to style components, embed fonts and create 
enhanced layout + transitions

creating responsive layout
making redesign universal and work on di!erent screen 
sizes

inspecting websites in-browser
running QA on live websites, testing on mobile

how to collaborate with so!ware developers
making sure design is implemented to the highest 
standard by speaking the same language with so"ware 
developers

Schedule
13:00—13:10

Recap of design process

13:10—15:00

Web page structure

Review of tools

Basics of HTML

Introduction to Brackets tool

Structuring content

Basics of CSS

Styling components, part 1

QnA with the tutor

15:00—15:15

Break

15:15—16:45

Styling components, part 2

Embedding web font

Creating icons font

Responsive grid layout

QnA with the tutor

16:45—17:00

Break

17:00—17:45

Basics of media queries

Applying transitions in CSS

Applying interactions in JS 

17:45—18:00

QnA with the tutor

—

—

—
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Day 5 — Career in UX 
& Portfolio Advice

What you’ll learn:

You'll leave with plenty of knowledge on what it's actually like to be a 
UX designer in the field, what you need to become a freelancer, how to 
create a portfolio, where to find a job, interview tips and market rates. 

DAY 5
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what a day of a UX designer looks like
to understand what it's actually like to be a UX-ie

working in startups vs. big companies vs. design agencies
industry insights of what work of a designer looks like in di!erent 
type of companies

how to create impressive portfolio
best ways to present your work, how to target your portfolio for 
the role you're applying for; you’ll receive a complimentary copy 
of our UX portfolio template

where to look for jobs
how to look for the right opportunity, ways to apply, working 
with recruitment agencies

practical tips for your interview
how to pitch your services, what to keep in mind when speaking 
to business stakeholders and senior designers

how to be a freelancer
challenges and positives of going solo, from setting up your own 
company to accounting and legal

money side: market rates
exploring salary and benefits of jobs in permanent and contract 
markets

Schedule
13:00—15:00

Describing designer roles

Working day of a designer

Types of firms to work at

How to be a freelancer

QnA with the tutor

Pricing models

Market rates

QnA with the tutor 

15:00—15:15

Break

15:15—16:00

Ways to get experience

How to create portfolio

16:00—16:45

Design review task, part 1

16:45—17:00

Break

17:00—17:30

Design review task, part 2

17:30—17:45

Places to apply for jobs

Job interview tips

Further learning recommendations

17:45—18:00

QnA with the tutor

—
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